
Insertion Sort
We are going to implement the well known algorithm insertion sort. The first step is the insertion of 
an element in an sorted list. This can be done with at variety of different approaches. 

In[3]:= Needs["SortingUtilities`"]; (* Load utility functions *)

First we do so by working out an example. Suppose we have the already sorted list sorted as: 

In[4]:= sorted = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}

Out[4]= {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}

Now we are going to insert another element, in this list

In[5]:= in = 5;

We do so by going through the list and searching for an element greater than the element to be 
inserted, and place the new element then in the appropriate place. 

The position where the insertion should take place can easily be determined with the help of the 
Mathematica Position command 

In[6]:= pos = Position[sorted, x_ /; x > in]

Out[6]= {{3}, {4}, {5}}

The output says that the elements at the positions pointed out in pos are greater than the element to 
be inserted, so we have to insert the element before the first found position

In[7]:= Insert[sorted, in, First @ pos]

Out[7]= {2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10}

But what, if the element to be inserted is greater than all of the elements in the sorted list?

In[8]:= in = 12;

In[9]:= pos = Position[sorted, x_ /; x > in]

Out[9]= {}

So no position could be found at which an element greater than the to be inserted element exist. 
Therefore in this case the element has to be inserted at the end of the list:

In[10]:= Insert[sorted, in, -1]

Out[10]= {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12}

So we can define a function insert which inserts an element in a sorted list

In[11]:= insert[list_List, in_Integer] := With[{pos = Position[list, x_ /; x > in]},
If[pos == {}, Insert[list, in, -1], Insert[list, in, First @ pos]]

]

Doing a test

In[12]:= insert[sorted, #] & /@ {0, 5, 12}

Out[12]= {{0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10}, {2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10}, {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12}}

O.K:, this looks good, so ... now putting the pieces together...



In[13]:= insertionSort[list_List] := Module[{out = {}, len = Length@list},
Do[out = insert[out, list[[i]]], {i, 1, len}];
out

]

... testing with a larger example

In[14]:= Timing @insertionSort[RandomInteger[100, 50]]

Out[14]= {0.002084, {0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 5, 13, 16, 17, 20, 24, 31, 32, 39, 40,
42, 44, 48, 50, 51, 53, 53, 53, 56, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 65, 66, 68,
69, 75, 76, 76, 78, 79, 80, 81, 86, 87, 88, 89, 89, 90, 96, 96, 98}}

In[15]:= timingInsertionSort = determineTiming[insertionSort, {100, 2000, 50}];

In[16]:= ListPlot[timingInsertionSort, PlotStyle → PointSize[Medium]]

Out[16]=

It is easy to guess that we here have a quadratic behaviour, so we try a quadratic fitting at first

In[17]:= guess = FittimingInsertionSort, 1, x, x2, x

Out[17]= 0.00605473 - 6.68839 × 10-6 x + 3.40853 × 10-7 x2
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In[18]:= Plot[guess, {x, 0, 1000}, PlotStyle -> Blue, Epilog →
{Red, PointSize[Medium], Point /@ timingInsertionSort}, PlotRange → Full]

Out[18]=

In[19]:= func = NonlinearModelFittimingInsertionSort, a + b x + c x2, {a, b, c}, x

Out[19]= FittedModel 0.00605473-6.68839×10-6 x+3.40853×10-7 x2 

Having a closer look at the fitted function we recognize, that the coefficient for x2 is about 10-7. But 
x varies from 0 to 1000, so x squared is 106. But the coefficient for x is 10-6 so for x = 1000 we hat a 
value about 10-3. This shows that we have indeed a pure quadratic model. but the coefficient ag the 
linear term shows, that the dependency should be purely quadratic, so we give that a try:

In[20]:= func = NonlinearModelFittimingInsertionSort, a + b x2, {a, b}, x

Out[20]= FittedModel 0.00330681+3.37841×10-7 x2 
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In[21]:= Plot[func[x], {x, 0, 1000}, PlotStyle -> Blue,
Epilog → {Red, PointSize[Medium], Point /@ timingInsertionSort},
PlotRange → Full, ImageSize → Large]

Out[21]=

This looks good. A comparison with a formerly defined BubbleSort shows that the insertion sort we 
defined here is by far superior to the bubble sort. We therefore use a convenience function to 
extract the timing data from a dataset

In[22]:= listPlotTimingData[sortingTime,
{"bubbleSort", "insertionSort"}, ImageSize -> Large]

Out[22]= listPlotTimingData[sortingTime, {bubbleSort, insertionSort}, ImageSize → Large]

So, by the way: Do not use bubbleSort!

The conjecture is, that this is due to the usage of the build in function Position, we used in the 
implementation of insertionSort. So we make an implementation with a (o.k. quick and dirty) function 
myPosition which determines the position where the new element has to be inserted (this also could 
be done via the Mathematica function Scan, but here we use elementary functions).

In[23]:= myPosition[list_List, el_Integer] := Module[{i, pos = 0},
Do[If[list[[i]] < el, pos = i, i++] (* search for element*)
, {i, 1, Length@list}];

pos + 1 (* return the position *)
]

A short test:

In[24]:= list = {2, 4, 6, 8}; myPosition[list, #] & /@ {1, 5, 9}

Out[24]= {1, 3, 5}

Good. Now we can simply make a new function insert which uses our “new” myPosition function. 
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In[25]:= insertMyPositon[list_List, in_Integer] := With[{pos = myPosition[list, in]},
Insert[list, in, pos]

]

Here, too, a short test

In[26]:= insertMyPositon[list, #] & /@ {1, 5, 9}

Out[26]= {{1, 2, 4, 6, 8}, {2, 4, 5, 6, 8}, {2, 4, 6, 8, 9}}

Now for the definition of an insertion sort with a “home made” position:

In[27]:= insertionSortMyPosition[list_List] := Module[{out = {}, len = Length@list},
Do[out = insertMyPositon[out, list[[i]]], {i, 1, len}];
out

]

In[28]:= list = RandomInteger[100, 20]; insertionSortMyPosition[list]

Out[28]= {0, 3, 13, 23, 25, 28, 33, 33, 35, 36, 47, 49, 61, 68, 70, 76, 77, 89, 90, 94}

O.k. it works, now for the timing:

In[29]:= timingMyPosition = determineTiming[insertionSortMyPosition, {100, 2000}];

In[30]:= ListPlot[{timingInsertionSort, timingMyPosition},
PlotLegends → {"Postion", "myPosition"}, ImageSize → Large]

Out[30]=
Pos

my

As expected we experience a far better performance with the build in function Position, than with the 
“home made” myPosition.  So we compare the algorithms directly
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In[39]:= listPlotTimingData[sortingTime,
{"insertionSort", "insertionSortMyPosition", "bubbleSort"}, ImageSize → Large,
AxesLabel → {"length of list", "sorting time"}, PlotTheme -> "Default"]

Out[39]=
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This shows that insertion sort, even with a “self-made” part, is better than bubble sort.

Init 
In[32]:= $PlotTheme = "Scientific";

To determine the timing of an algorithm we use the following function:

We have a lot of results for various sorting algorithms in a dataset, this is now read in (we have to 
look at different locations, depending on the machine we use):

In[33]:= Switch[SystemInformation["Kernel", "MachineName"],
"MacBook-Pro-mg",
SetDirectory[$UserDocumentsDirectory ~~ "/OneDrive/Mathematica"],
"Michaels-Air", SetDirectory["/Users/mgAir/OneDrive/Mathematica"],
True, $UserDocumentsDirectory

];

In[35]:= sortingTime = Import["timing.m"];
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